Abstract. Public opinions on a topic may change over time. Topic Sentiment change analysis is a new research problem consisting of two main components: (a) mining opinions on a certain topic, and (b) detect significant changes of sentiment of the opinions on the topic and identify possible reasons causing each such change. In this paper, we discuss topic sentiment change analysis using data on the Web. We adopt probabilistic topic model and language grammar based sentiment analysis techniques, and integrate them together into a topic level sentiment analysis method. This method is capable of analyzing sentiment and identifying sentiment changes of a given topic from a set of documents covering this topic and possibly other topics. In addition, as the contents of relevant topics are differentiated, our method is also able to identify hot events which are possible causes of a sentiment change. Experimental results show that our method is very promising.
Introduction
Nowadays, many people express their opinions online, such as in product reviews, Web blogs, forums and online discussion groups. The large volume of individual opinions on diverse topics and the ease of access to these opinions make the Web a valuable source for opinion mining and analysis. Sentiment analysis, as a new notion of opinion mining, has been an active research area of the research community in recent years. Pang et al. [15] , Dave et al. [3] and Gamon et al. [4] adopt machine learning classifiers to perform sentiment classification for documents. Liu et al. [10] consider the overall opinion about a product as a combination of opinions of its aspects and perform detailed sentiment analysis on product reviews. All these works consider documents as the basic interest unit of sentiment analysis. Recently, Mei et al. [13] introduce a probabilistic topic model into sentiment analysis, and their model is able to track opinions and even sentiment dynamics of a topic within many documents. It proposes topic sentiment analysis (TSA), whose basic interest unit is topic. Given a document D, a topic's content is hidden in D, and its sentiment is not necessarily consistent with the overall sentiment of D. Besides, a topic may appear in many documents. In the corpuses like web blogs and news articles, topic sentiment analysis usually is more important than document sentiment analysis. Take the text snippet in Figure 1 as an example, the author expresses an objection to offshore gas operation, because he/she opposes to potential pollutions such operations may cause. We can see that here the sentiment target is the topic of offshore gas operation. In general, a document is a mixture of sentiments of related topics; and there are interesting relations between the related topics. Investigating people's sentiment toward an interested topic and how related topics influence people's sentiment on the topic is an interesting and challenging research problem.
I would like to express my support for those in Barbados who are seeking redress from Shell Oil with regard to the pollution of your beautiful homeland. Currently on my own
Island of Ireland , Shell are attempting to build an offshore gas operation despite the objections of the local population. Peaceful protesters were subjected to horrific police brutality for trying to protect their homes.
Fig. 1. A web blog text snippet
In this paper, we study Topic Sentiment Change Analysis (TSCA), a new problem whose goals are to detect the sentiment and its changes toward an interested topic (called target topic) over time, and further identify the possible causes of the changes. More specifically, to perform TSCA for a given topic, we first collect a sufficient number of related documents within a certain period of time; with these documents sorted by time, we then learn the sentiment distribution of the topic over time and identify the occurrences of changes of the sentiment; finally, we identify the related topics that influence each change of sentiment. There are several significant challenges in performing TSCA.
First, as far as we know, topic level sentiment analysis is still an open problem. Despite topic being a more interesting term compared with other terms like document for human being, it is not a good object for sentiment analysis for computer program. The content of a topic usually is sparse and "hidden" within documents, so some kind of approximation should be introduced to identify the contents of a topic. No matter what kind of topic representation (probabilistic topic model, a set of keywords, or other form) is used, we should guarantee that the contents of different topics in documents can be correctly separated. Also, many researchers [4, 7, 12, 14] agree that the semantics of expression is critical in performing sentiment analysis. Take the sentence "He is cute, still I do not like him." as an example; there are two positive words cute and like, but the overall sentiment of the sentence is negative because of the existence of negation (word not ) and contrast (word still ) relations in it. This example shows that the polarity of a sentiment expression (positive, neutral, or negative) is not only determined by the opinionated words, but also by its grammatical structure. We believe a good TSA model ought to: (1) divide document content into different topics, and (2) use mature techniques (e.g., language grammar based rules, etc) to perform sentiment analysis of topics.
Second, how to discover sentiment changes, i.e., how to obtain the properly aggregated sentiment distribution over time is a new problem. Unlike stock prices which are continuous data streams, sentiments toward certain topic are only expressed by people with some degree of randomness. As a result, public opinions about a topic may appear sparsely sometimes and fluctuate heavily from time to time. Aggregation/regression is needed to reduce the impact of randomness to acceptable level.
Third, assuming all topics have been properly extracted and their sentiment distributions over time have also been properly calculated; given a corpus, how do we identify a sentiment change event? How do we identify the possible causal events of such change? The answers to these questions could help a company identify a design defect based on user comments, or help government adjust public policy in alignment with public opinion. Techniques need to be developed to tackle them.
In this paper we tackle the above challenges. Our contributions include (a) a TSA framework which integrates the probabilistic topic model [6] and language grammar based sentence level sentiment analysis technique together; (b) a simple but effective time partition method and some rules to identify sentiment change events as well as their causal events; and (c) some metrics for evaluating the ranking of candidate causal events for each sentiment change. As far as we know, this is the first study on finding events which cause sentiment change. Our experimental results indicate that our solution is effective.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works are reviewed. In Section 3, we provide an overview of our approach. In Section 4, we describe our TSA framework, which consists of topic content division and topic sentiment evaluation. In Section 5, we discuss the time period partition and the discovery of sentiment changes and topic burst events and their relevance evaluation. Experimental results are presented in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.
Related Works
There has been a large amount of research on opinion mining of Web data in recent years. Some (e.g., [5, 8, 19] ) study the semantic orientation (positive or negative) of English words, especially adjectives. Some (e.g., [12] ) focus on sentence level sentiment analysis; they use language grammar based rules and adopt words' semantic orientation information to obtain the sentiment polarity of a sentence. A majority of the remaining works focus on document level sentiment analysis; some (e.g., [3, 4, 15, 18] ) use machine learning classifiers to determine the overall sentiment of a document, some [10] performs feature level sentiment analysis and offer sentiment summary of product reviews as commercial products usually contain several important features based on which users can make choice. These works offer the fundamentals of sentiment analysis; but they cannot be directly used to solve the topic level sentiment analysis problem.
Recently, some researchers propose some probabilistic topic models to perform sentiment analysis. Among them, Lin and He [9] use a joint sentiment topic model for document sentiment classification; Mei et al. [13] propose a new probabilistic model containing two special sentiment topics, which is able to perform topic sentiment analysis with some post processing. It offers the first serious study on TSA. Their work is the most relevant to our work, and it actually inspired our method on TSA reported in this paper. All these models can identify topics properly; but their sentiment analysis result is not convincing, as they use only the occurrences of opinionated words and the document level co-occurrence information of opinionated words and topical words, which may assign a sentiment expression of one topic to another topic just because they both occur in the same document. There are also some studies on topic's evolving trends over time. Wang and McCallum [20] integrate the time factor into probabilistic topic model and learn topic's distribution over time based on the topic model. Mei et al. [13] count the number of word occurrences of each topic to estimate topic's dynamics over time. As far as we know, there is no directly related work about sentiment change cause discovery so far.
Solution Overview
Our proposed solution to TSCA consists of two modules as shown in Figure 2 . The first module performs topic-level sentiment analysis and it has two steps: (a) extract topics in the corpus and divide the contents of documents into these topics, while retaining the completeness of sentiment expressions; (b) perform TSA on each extracted topic. The second module performs the topic sentiment change analysis based on the results of the first module. This module also has two steps: (a) partition the corpus into subsets based on proper time periods and generate each topic's popularity and sentiment distributions over these time periods; (b) compute the sentiment change events and other related events of each topic based on the obtained distributions; and for each sentiment change event, rank the top relevant events as its potential causes. The system modules reflect our understanding to the main challenges mentioned in Section 1. 
Topic Content Division
The first step to perform TSCA is to learn the hidden topics in the corpus.
In the text mining community, usually a topic is either modeled as a mixture of weighted words in probabilistic models [6, 9, 13] , or modeled as a group of representative phrases/keywords [10] . The probabilistic models can represent each topic naturally as a cluster of words, but they are unable to determine the exact occurrences (like sentences) of a topic within a document. The phrase model is direct and easy for detecting a topic's content in documents, but usually it may miss some latent topic phrases/keywords.
Neither of the above techniques can be used directly for TSCA's topic division task. As we consider finding all contents of a topic to be important for TSCA, we choose to use a classic probabilistic model (i.e., the PLSI model [6] ) to first extract the topics in corpus. The PLSI method assumes that each word in a document is sampled out as follows: first select a topic from the document specific multinomial distribution of the topics, then select a word from the topic specific multinomial distribution of words. Given a corpus C, the PLSI topic model can be learned using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm. In the learned topic model, the probability that an occurrence of word w in document d represents topic z is defined in Formula 1. Here P (z|d) denotes topic z 's probability in document d, P (w|z) denotes word w 's probability in topic z, and P (d) denotes the probability of d in C.
We can use the learned topic model of PLSI to estimate a sentiment expression's belonging topic. Suppose a sentiment expression corresponds to a language unit u (e.g., a sentence), then its topic can be estimated as u's most likely topic as is determined by Formula 2. Here Z is the set of all topics in corpus C. We say the sentiment expression's sentiment target is topic(u), or it belongs to topic(u).
In reality, the size of a sentiment expression may vary; it could be a subsentence, a sentence, or a paragraph. Accurate sentiment calculation is possible only when the complete sentiment expressions are maintained. As how to extract accurate sentiment expressions is not our focus in this paper, in our current system, we choose sentence as the default language unit of sentiment expression, because it is the minimum language unit for a complete expression, in which a majority of sentiment expressions are kept.
Some sentences may have multiple topics. For example, the subject and the object of the sentence "The high oil price leads support to offshore drilling." are two different topics. In this case, Formula 2 may introduce errors by assigning such sentences to just one topic. To analyze how multi-topic sentences will impact TSA, we allow them to be assigned to multiple topics when certain condition is satisfied. Specifically, given a sentence u and its most likely topic z, we also consider another topic z' as u's topic if log(P (z|u)/P (z |u)) < α, where α is a threshold (we set α to 1.0 in our experiment, indicating that the two topics' probabilities are of the same order of magnitude). We also analyzed the our experimental corpuses to investigate the distribution of sentences having different number of topics. We found that about 92% of them have 1 topic, 7.3% have 2 topics, and only < 1% of them have 3 or more topics. Thus in our current implementation, we allow a sentence to be assigned to at most two topics.
Topic Sentiment Evaluation
After topic content division, all contents of a topic are collected together in units of sentences. We can either use the machine learning classifier method [4, 15] or language rules based accumulative method [7, 12] to compute the overall sentiment of an interested topic. In our un-supervised system, we use the second approach. We first compute each sentence's sentiment polarity value, then sum them up to get a topic's overall sentiment.
Our algorithm to determine the sentiment value of a sentence utilizes some existing techniques in [5, 7, 8, 12, 17] . Generally, we use two kinds of information to obtain the sentiment polarity of a sentence. One is the opinionated words in it; we build up two dictionaries of frequent positive and negative words respectively. The positive and negative tagged English word lists from General Inquirer [17] are used as the two seed sets, and then the synonym relation in WordNet [1] are used to expand them [8] to make the final dictionaries. The other is the grammatical relations; especially the two most frequent sentiment sensitive grammatical relations: negation and contrast. We developed several lists of indicating words to identify them; such as not for negation and but for contrast. Given a sentence, when there is no grammatical relation involved, we simply count the number of opinionated words in it, if there are more positive words, then it is of positive polarity, and vice versa. When negation and/or contrast are involved, we adopt some empirical rules to perform sentiment analysis. These rules consider the found grammatical relation indicating words together with the typed dependencies [11] on them, and determine the overall sentiment polarity of the sentence based on the semantics of the grammatical relations. Due to space limitation, the details of the rules are not included in this paper.
We use s(u) to denote a sentence's sentiment polarity, the possible value of s(u) can be 1 (positive), 0 (neutral) or -1 (negative). Each sentence contributes an equal score to its topic's sentiment. When a sentence has multiple topics, its sentiment will be counted in the computation of the sentiment of all its topics as in our current expedient solution.
The sentiment of a topic z within document d is formally represented as a percentage triple (Formula 3). Here u is a sentence of document d belonging to topic z, and X is the normalization factor, which is the number of sentences of topic z in document d.
Sentiment Change Analysis
In this section, we first introduce our time period partition scheme. Then we discuss how to compute the sentiment distribution and the popularity distribution of topics based on the time period partition. At last, we discuss how to discover sentiment change events and their causal events based on these two distributions.
Time Period Partition
As we have discussed in Section 3, Time Period Partition (TPP) is important for effective TSCA. Formally, we define P = (t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n ), a sequence of consecutive and non-overlapping time periods covering all documents in corpus C, as a TPP of C. A TPP P also partitions the whole documents set of C into a sequence of document sets. The basic partition schemes are incapable of supporting TSCA. Given a corpus of limited size, if we adopt equal-length time period TPP, the time periods when the target topic is not hot would contain too few documents, making the post aggregated data analysis prone to the influence of noise. Alternatively, if we adopt a TPP scheme which ensures that each time period contain the same number of documents, each time period may contain enough documents; still the boundaries between the time periods may not match the start and/or end time of real sentiment changes, which may produce inaccurate aggregated results.
Based on our observation on the testing corpuses, we found that a sentiment change of a topic is usually accompanied by hot discussions related to the topic. This indicates that an increase of the popularity of a topic suggests a possible sentiment change to the topic. As far as the target topic is concerned, because all documents in the corpus are related to the target topic (a topic specific query is submitted to a search engine to collect the documents of the corpus), a sudden change of the number of documents over time suggests a possible sentiment change to the target topic. Our document cardinality based TPP scheme is developed based on this observation.
Given a timestamp ts i in the whole time interval of corpus C (each timestamp is one day in our experiments), intuitively, we consider it as the start of an increasing period of document counts if 1) |D(ts i )| is much larger than |D(ts i −1)| (locally significant), and 2) |D(ts i )| itself is relatively large (globally significant). Here |D(ts i )| denotes the document count of given timestamp ts i , and ts i − 1 is the preceding timestamp of ts i . In our algorithm, we use the product of the above two factors to determine whether or not ts i should be considered as the start time (boundary) of a new time period (Formula 4).
BoundaryScore(ts
The pseudo code of the TPP algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . The recursive program "Partition" defines a series of time period splitting operations in top-down fashion. In each turn, given the start timestamp (inclusive) and end timestamp (exclusive) of the whole time interval, for each timestamp ts in-between, if it is a qualified boundary, i.e., the document counts of both the split time intervals before and after it are greater than a predefined value minDocCnt (line 3), then we compute its boundary score (Formula 4) and add it into the candidate queue Q (line 4). After all timestamps are tested, if the candidate queue Q is empty, no partition is needed and the given time interval is considered as a single time period in the final partition (line 9). Otherwise, we choose to split the given time interval at the timestamp ts with the highest BoundaryScore in Q(line 6), and make recursive calls of the program "Partition" to get the partition results of the split sub time intervals, finally union the returned results together with ts to form the final partition result of the given time interval. (Note that a partition result is represented as a series of time period boundaries.) Partition(start, end) 1. init empty priority queue Q; 2. for each timestamp ts between timestamps start and end, 3.
if both DocCnt(start, ts) and DocCnt(ts, end) >= minDocCnt, 4.
add ts into Q with priority value BoundaryScore(ts); 5. if Q is not empty, 6 .
pick the timestamp ts with the highest BoundaryScore from Q; 7.
return Union(Partition(start, ts), {ts}, Partition(ts, end)); 8. else, 9.
return {};
Fig. 3. Time Period Partition Algorithm
In our experiment, we set minDocCnt to an empirical constant value 70, such that the aggregated topic sentiment in each time period is relatively accurate. Note that when the number of documents in the corpus is sufficiently large, there is no need to set the minDocCnt threshold. Instead, we can modify the above algorithm to just select the top N most significant boundaries where N is a user specified constant. Suppose P is a TPP. The popularity distribution H and sentiment distribution S of a topic z are defined as follows:
{H(z, t)|t ∈ P } where H(z, t) = d∈D(t)
P (z|d) / |D(t)|(5)
{S(z, t)|t ∈ P } where S(z, t) = d∈D(t) P (z|d)S(z, d) / d∈D(t)
P (z|d) (6) Here S(z, d) is the sentiment triple of topic z in document d calculated using Formula 3, and probability P (z|d) is the contribution factor of document d to the sentiment of topic z. The sum operation on S(z, d) in Formula 6 is a vector sum, so S(z, t) is also a percentage-value triple. With the two distributions, we define two kinds of events.
Topic Burst Event (TBE):
Let z represent a topic and P i,j represent the time interval composed of n=j-i+1 time periods t i , t i+1 , ..., t j . A tuple e = (z, P i,j ) is called a TBE if the average popularity H of topic z in the time interval P i,j is larger than the average popularity of z in the n time periods immediately before P i,j as well as the average popularity of z in the n time periods immediately after P i,j . Given a TBE e, we use T opic(e) and P eriod(e) to denote, respectively, its corresponding topic and time interval. Furthermore, we use Strength(e) to denote the strength of e which is as the ratio of the average popularity of T opic(e) in P eriod(e) over the average popularity of the two n time periods before and after P eriod(e). Based on this definition, some TBEs may overlap with each other; for example, P i,j , P i−1,j+1 and P i,j−1 all contain t i . In implementation, we only keep the TBE that has the largest Strength value. This ensures that the boundaries of real topic burst event be correctly identified, and there should be no overlapping TBEs of the same topic.
Sentiment Change Event (SCE):
A triple o = (z, pol, P i,j ) is an SCE of topic z in time interval P i,j (here pol is the polarity of the sentiment change, either positive or negative) if (1) z 's sentiment keeps on increasing or decreasing in P i,j , (2) the absolute difference in sentiment between t i and t j is larger than a threshold value β, and (3) the length of P i,j should contain at least K time periods (in our experiment, K = 3 is used). Condition (2) is used to avoid counting random fluctuations of sentiment as SCEs. Empirically, in our experiment, we set β to be 1/10 of the maximum difference in P, i.e., the difference between the highest and lowest sentiments in all time periods in P. Condition (3) is used to avoid counting random fluctuations on sentiment distribution as sentiment changes. We use T opic(o), P eriod(o) and P olarity(o) to denote the SCE o's topic, time interval, and polarity, respectively.
Cause Identification
The causes of an SCE can be indicated by many kinds of information hidden in the corpus, such as causal sentences in documents, topic relevance, etc. In this paper, we use the coherence information of different topic contents. Particularly, we consider TBEs as the candidate causes of SCE. For each SCE o, we rank each TBE e according to its relevance to the SCE. The relevance considers the following factors: 1) The significance of e as measured by Strength(e).
2) The time relevance between o and e. Intuitively, for e to have a chance to be relevant to o, e should occur around the same time as o.
In this paper, we use |P eriod(o)∩ P eriod(e)|/|P eroid(o)∪P eriod(e)| to calculate the time relevance between o and e. 3) The content relevance between Topic(e) and Topic(o) during Period(o), denoted as CR(e, o), which is the relevance of the contents of T opic(e) and the content of T opic(o) with sentiment polarity P olarity(o) during P eriod(o).
Given a sentence u, we define the set of its adjacent sentences within distance γ as Adjacent (u) , and all sentences in Adjacent(u) are considered relevant to u. Then for an SCE o, we define Sent(o) to be the set of sentences which have sentiment polarity T opic(o), belong to topic T opic(z), and are within the document set of P eriod(o). The numeric value of content relevance between a topic z and o can be calculated using Formula 7. It is the logarithm value of the total counts of the sentences of topic z which are adjacent to the sentiment expressions of o. In our experiment, we set γ to 1, ensuring that only closely adjacent contents are considered relevant.
Based on the discussion above, we can use the products of the three factors to compute the relevance value of a TBE e to an SCE o (Formula 8).
CR(z, o) = log(
u∈Sent(o) |{v|z ∈ topic(v), v ∈ Adjacent(u)}|)( 7)
R(e, o) = Strength(e) |P eriod(o) ∩ P eriod(e)| |P eriod(o) ∪ P eriod(e)| CR(T opic(e), o)
Given a sentiment change SCE o, we rank all TBEs in descending order of their relevance to o and consider the top-ranked TBEs to be the potential causes of o. To compute the CR values efficiently, we perform a one-time scan on the whole corpus in unit of sentence; for each topic, each time period, we maintain two counters of the number of sentences which are adjacent to the positive and negative sentiment expressions (also sentence) of the target topic, respectively. Then the CR value between any topic and SCE can be easily calculated based on these counters. Given a corpus of K topics and N time periods in its TPP, there are less than K * N TBEs and less than N SCEs in total, and the time complexity of the whole ranking process is O(K * N 2 ), a reasonably small number.
Experiments

Experiment Setup
We use Web blog documents from the famous blogging site wordpress.com as the corpus source. First, we use Google's Blog Search Engine to get the blog pages related to our interested topics using keyword queries. Next, we extract article content from each page using a wrapper, while keeping the grammatical structures of the article as complete as possible. We save the result as "plaintext" format corpus. After that, we adopt stemming (WordNet Stemmer) and stop-words removal [2] on each plain text document, and save this result as "word-sequence" format corpus. The "word-sequence" corpus is used for generating the probabilistic topic model and the "plain-text" corpus is used for producing the topic content division. Two corpuses are used in our experiments. One (C1) has 600 documents retrieved using keyword query "offshore drilling" with time range from August 2008 to December 2008. Another (C2) has 1000 documents with keyword query "airport security", from December 2009 to early January 2010. Most documents in these corpuses have about 20 to 50 sentences.
We compare our proposed TSA method with some other methods. One is a baseline method called DSM (Document Sentiment Model); this method sums up sentiment scores of all the sentences in document to form the target topic's sentiment. Another method is HMM proposed by Mei et al. [13] ; it introduces two sentiment topics (positive & negative, with prior information) into a modified PLSI model, then uses a Hidden Markov Model [16] induced from the modified PLSI model to compute the adjacencies of topical words and opinionated words, which is used to estimate each topic's sentiment dynamics over time. In our implementation of the HMM method, the in-corpus occurrence frequency information of words in the two opinionated word dictionaries are used to generate its sentiment topic priors; and each document is considered as a separate observation sequence for training (the concatenation of all documents, which is used in [13] , is too long for our blog corpus). We implement two variations of our TSA method: TSA-W and TSA-G. While computing a sentence's sentiment polarity, TSA-W only utilizes information of opinionated word occurrences, while TSA-G also consider the influences of negation and contrast relations in sentence sentiment analysis. Table 1 shows some of the topics learned from the two corpuses using the PLSI model, among them target topics are shown in boldface. The representative words of each topic are the top words with the highest probabilities. The names of non-target topics are provided manually based on the top 20 words in each topic. Due to limited space, only a small number of topics learned are listed in the table. For C1, topic "drilling" denotes the target topic "offshore drilling"; topic "sea-warming" represents the global warming issue, topic "oil-price" denotes the long lasting oil price increase issue during 2008; and topic "election" represents "energy plan", which was an important issue during the US presidential election in 2008. For C2, topic "security" denotes the target topic "airport security"; topic "Newark" denotes the security violation incident at Newark airport on Jan 3, 2010 in the afternoon; topic "NW253" denotes the failed body-bomb attack on airline NW253 on Nov 25, 2009. We can see that all the identified topics are real events/issues and they are all related to the target topics. And the top 5 words of most of these topics represent the topics very well. . We also expect a negative sentiment change reacting to the security violation incident at Newark airport on Jan 3, 2010 which caused the airport shutdown and many complaints on airport security (called Newark-event).
Topic Identification Results
The sentiment distributions of the target topics of the two corpuses are depicted in Figure 5 . We use the pos−neg pos+neg derived from the sentiment triple (pos, neu, neg) (see Formulas 3 and 6) as the normalized sentiment measure. From Figure 5 (a) we can see that the bars for the DSM method do not fluctuate much compared to the other three methods. This confirms that document level sentiment analysis method is incapable of performing topic level sentiment analysis, especially for multi-topic long blog articles. The HMM method's sentiment distribution has big fluctuations, the sentiments of time period t1 3 and t1 8 are even opposite to those of the other methods. This is because that for many documents, the hidden markov model recognizes them to be of single topic word sequence, which causes many sentiment expressions to be assigned to wrong topics. Based on the results of the two corpuses, the TSA methods are able to identify most sentiment changes effectively while the others cannot. It indicates that keeping the complete sentiment expressions is important in TSA. Comparing the sentiment distributions of TSA-W and TSA-G, we can see in most cases their sentiment values are close; TSA-G outperforms TSA-W as it correctly identified the second sentiment change in corpus C2. It suggests that expression semantics analysis (negation and contrast as in our implementation) is helpful for accurate sentiment evaluation.
Causal TBE Identification & Ranking. In Figure 6 , the normalized popularity distributions of the related topics (upper part) are put together with the SCEs of the target topics (lower part) for the two corpuses. There are four SCEs as being marked with arrows, in which the three sentiment changes we expected are all found (C1-1, C2-1 and C2-2) based on our SCE definition. One other SCE is also detected (C1-2); it might be caused by the popularity decrease of the "oil price" topic.
The topics of the top three TBEs for the three SCEs we expected are listed in Table 2 . The topics that represent our expected causes are highlighted in boldface. Due to space limitation, we cannot provide the details about the TBEs. The overlap of the time periods of SCEs and their causal TBEs can be observed in Figure 6 . These TBEs can be indicated by peak values on the topics' popularity distributions. In Figure 6 (a), the time interval of the TBE of topic "oil-price" is exactly the same to the time interval of SCE C1-1 (t1 2 to t1 5 , or 01/23/2008-08/09/2008). In Figure 6(b) , the time interval of the TBE of topic "NW253" (t2 3 to t2 5 ) is within the time interval of SCE C2-1 (t2 3 to t2 7 , or 12/26/2009-01/03/2010); and the time interval of the TBE of topic "Newark" (t2 8 to t2 9 ) is within the time interval of SCE C2-2 (t2 7 to t2 9 , or 01/01/2010 to 01/10/2010). Go back to Table 2 , we can see that for the three expected SCEs, our ranking method identified their right causes in the top three candidate TBEs (we mark both "Terrorism" and "NW253" as valid causes of this positive SCE of airport security C2-1 since their topics are tightly related). Overall, based on our experimental result on two corpuses of different time coverages, we conclude that 1) our TSA method is effective as topics in document are separately considered, and sentiment analysis is performed based on the unit of semantic expression (i.e., sentences); and 2) our proposed TSCA method is able to identify sentiment changes and their possible causal events.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a solution to the Topic Sentiment Change Analysis (TSCA) problem which is a significant problem but has not been seriously studied before. Our solution tackled the main issues in TSCA. The first is topic sentiment analysis; our method uses probabilistic topic model PLSI for topic content division and perform the sentiment analysis on complete sentiment expressions. The second is the discovery of sentiment changes and their possible causes. Our method first divides documents into different time periods and detects steady topic sentiment changes in consecutive time periods, and then identifies significant TBEs related to each sentiment change.
In the future, we plan to improve our solution for TSCA along several directions: (1) try other topic models for topic content division; (2) integrate more mature language grammar based sentiment analysis techniques to evaluate a sentence's sentiment; (3) extend the TSA method by allowing sentiment expression unit of various granularities; and (4) incorporate sentence level NLP based causal relationship analysis to enhance the accuracy of identifying the causes of sentiment changes.
